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PAT T E R N E D  C L E A R  R E TA I N E R  M AT E R I A L  I N F O R M AT I O N  S H E E T 

021-158 NBA East Collection (25/pkg)
5 each: New York Knicks, Boston Celtics,

Milwaukee Bucks, Brooklyn Nets,
Philadelphia 76ers

021-159 NBA West Collection (20/pkg)
5 each: LA Lakers, LA Clippers,

Golden State Warriors, Houston Rockets

021-151 Blue Camo (6/pkg)021-150 Pink Camo (6/pkg)

> See website for pricing and to view larger images

021-154 Variety Pack (25/pkg)
5 each: Paw Prints, Peace Signs, Hearts,

Blue Blots, Green Blots

021-153 Skulls w/Bows (6/pkg)021-152 Skulls (6/pkg)

021-157 Camouflage Collection (6/pkg)
3 each: Pink Camo, Blue Camo

021-156 Adventure Pack (25/pkg)
5 each: Blue Camo, Green Camo, Pink Camo,

Skulls, Skeleton Fish

021-160 Multi Pack (20/pkg)
5 each: Leopard, Rainbows, 

Stars, Basketballs
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THERMAL FORMING

PROCEDURE

See video on our website for thermal forming demonstration • greatlakesdentaltech.com
1 Center the model on the platform of the MiniSTAR®/Biostar®

2 Place the Patterned Clear Retainer disc face down on the heating chamber. 

     > Important: For optimum results, place the disc with the graphics side facing down so  
        the heat is not directly on the graphics side.

     > Position the graphics to apply the design to either the posterior or anterior teeth, 
        or rotate the model for full graphics coverage. 

3 Secure the disc in place with the clamping ring, enter the heating time (50 seconds) or    
   use the barcode strip to enter the heating time, initiate the heating cycle by swinging the   
   heating lamp over material. 

4 When heating cycle is complete, remove the heating element and swing the chamber 
    over the model to form material. 

5 Once the cooling cycle is complete, release the pressure from chamber, unlock, and loosen 
   the clamping frame. Open the chamber and remove the formed material on model.

6 Complete with finishing and polishing. 

HEATING TIMES

.040" Retainer Material: 50 seconds average heating time for the MiniSTAR® and Biostar®
Heating times may vary depending on geography, climate, and other environmental factors. 
Some designs, particularly those containing black or dark colors may require less time to heat. 

If graphics become distorted, a reduction in heat time may be needed. When using a 
MiniSTAR® machine, on occasion, some air may escape from the chamber when cooling. 
This should not affect the fabrication process or efficacy of the appliance.

FINISHING

1 Use a 3/4-inch lightning disc (086-043) on a standard mandrel (085-019) to cut out the       
    appliance on the model. Use 20,000-30,000rpm speed on an electric handpiece 
  (150-035 or 150-036). 

2 Remove the appliance from the model with a lab knife (170-004). 

3 Use a #30 Ruby Carver (085-045) to detail perimeter trim. Use 20,000-30,000rpm speed    
   on an electric handpiece (150-035 or 150-036). 

4 Use a coarse Dimo Wheel with mandrel (086-042) to smooth edges at 10,000rpm or less 
   speed on an electric handpiece (150-035 or 150-036).
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